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Three-dimensional contact of transversely isotropic transversely

homogeneous cartilage layers: A closed-form solution.

Gennaro Vitucci1,∗, Gennady Mishuris1,∗

aDepartment of Mathematics, IMPACS, Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth, Wales, UK

Abstract

Inhomogeneity and anisotropy play a crucial role in attributing articular cartilage its prop-
erties. The frictionless contact involves two thin biphasic transversely isotropic transversely
homogeneous (TITH) cartilage layers firmly attached onto rigid substrates and shaped as
elliptic paraboloids of different radii. Using asymptotic techniques, a solution to the defor-
mation problem of such material has been recently obtained extending previous ones referred
to homogeneous materials. The layer itself is thin in comparison with the size of the contact
area and the observed time is shorter than the hydrogel characteristic time. The emerging
three-dimensional contact problem is solved in closed-form and numerical benchmarks for
constant and oscillating loads are given. The results are shown in terms of contact pressure
and approach of the bones. The latter is derived to be directly proportional to the contact
area. Existing experimental data are reinterpreted in view of the current model formulation.
Comparisons are made with existing solutions for homogeneous biphasic materials in order
to underline the functional importance of inhomogeneity in spreading the contact pressure
distribution across the contact area. Particular attention is paid to the applicability of the
retrieved formulas for interpreting measurements of in vivo experiments. Future directions
are also prospected.

Keywords:
articular cartilage, contact mechanics, transversely isotropic transversely homogeneous,
biphasic biological tissue, asymptotic analysis

1. Introduction1

Articular cartilage covers the bones extremities converging into the diathrodial joints.2

It performs the task of improving the load transmission cutting down friction and stress3

peaks. This biological tissue peculiar properties are enhanced by a complex multiphasic4

structure. The solid phase mainly consists of a porous proteoglycan matrix reinforced by5

collagen fibers. Their inhomogeneous arrangement across the layer depth causes inhomo-6

geneity and anisotropy both in the stiffness and permeability of the solid skeleton. The7

voids are saturated an by interstitial fluid which is chiefly composed of water and mobile8
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ions causing electro-chemo-mechanical interactions (e.g. Lai et al. (1991); Loret and Simões9

(2007)). Understanding the behavior of such an intricate system has long stimulated scien-10

tific research because of the necessity of patient specific diagnosis of degenerative pathologies,11

such as osteoarthritis, and challenging tissue engineering for adequate replacement (e.g. see12

Ateshian et al. (2015); Hollister (2005) for literature review).13

A steady progress in computational power encouraged to build biphasic and triphasic14

fiber-reinforced material models and to search for solutions by use of finite element analysis15

(Li et al. (1999); Korhonen et al. (2003); Placidi et al. (2008); Görke et al. (2012)). The16

correspondence between triphasic and biphasic models and the possible occurring difficulties17

have been discussed in Ateshian et al. (2004); Meng et al. (2017). The thinness of the18

cartilage layers with respect to the size of the bones and contact area, though, may give origin19

to ill-conditioning, numerical instability and high computational costs due to the necessity20

for highly refined meshes in the vicinity of the layer (Wilson et al. (2005)). Because of21

this, analytical formulations still benefit of popularity in the field and are, so far, able to22

include a wide range of nonlinear effects such as strain-dependency of the material properties23

and tension-compression nonlinearity (e.g. Mow et al. (1980); Soltz and Ateshian (2000);24

Holzapfel and Ogden (2015)).25

The present work inserts in the discussion about how to analytically solve the contact26

problem of two biphasic layers attached onto rigid substrates. It is done using an asymptotic27

approach which enables to retrieve closed-form solutions with the advantage of easily ana-28

lyzable formulas (Argatov and Mishuris (2016)). The studies published so far attain to the29

cartilagineous material modeled first as isotropic homogeneous (Ateshian et al. (1994)), later30

as homogeneous but transversely isotropic (Argatov and Mishuris (2015)). Speaking of the31

utilized geometry, the solution provided in Ateshian et al. (1994) regarded identical spherical32

surfaces and it was extended to two different radii spheres in Wu et al. (1996, 1997). A new33

progress was aimed in Argatov and Mishuris (2011) by the introduction of elliptic paraboloids34

resulting in elliptical contact areas. Nevertheless the importance of inhomogeneity in the35

material property distribution across the thickness has been widely explored as a crucial36

factor in improving superficial fluid support, thus protecting the tissue from damage (Kr-37

ishnan et al. (2003); Federico and Herzog (2008)). This was the reason for our recent study38

Vitucci et al. (2016), summarized in Sec. 2, where a special exponential-type inhomogeneity39

was introduced. It provided, to the best of our knowledge, the first such asymptotic solu-40

tion to the deformation of an inhomogeneous biphasic layer, whereas studies existed already41

concerning monophasic layers obtained in the framework of functionally graded materials42

(Chidlow et al. (2013); Tokovyy and Ma (2015) and literature survey there).43

The solution to the contact problem is derived in Sec.3 and some numerical benchmarks44

are illustrated in Sec.4. The physical bounds for the model parameters are discussed. Geom-45

etry, solicitations and material stiffness and permeability are assigned trying to be as realistic46

as possible in the framework of the model by ample use of available publications. Two load47

conditions are exemplified, a constant load and a sinusoidal one. In particular, by means of48

the retrieved formulas, the utilized contact radii are extracted from the experimental mea-49

surements on human tibiofemoral joints provided Hosseini et al. (2010). In Sec.5 we draw50

our conclusions on some aspects which suggest how inhomogeneity turns favorable for this51

specific biological tissue and on the applicability and limitations of the current model. The52

need for data which can reveal crucial for mechanics scientists in order to provide effective53
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diagnosis tools are also remarked.54

2. Model and statement of the contact problem55

The contact of thin cartilaginous layers can not be tackled using an Hertzian approach56

mainly for two reasons: the material is not constituted of a single phase and, perhaps even57

more critically, the assumption of contacting half spaces is dramatically violated. Because58

of that, the inquiry for analytical solutions is commonly responded by using transmission59

conditions based on the simplification that the layer thickness is asymptotically small and60

its stiffness is much smaller than the underlying bone. The procedure, surveyed by Argatov61

and Mishuris (2016), is regardless of the constitutive laws of the material and of the contact62

model and consists in: first solving the deformation problem for an infinitely extended thin63

layer to which the same boundary conditions are assigned on the two surfaces but the load64

kept general as in Barry and Holmes (2001); then making use of it for coupling two layers65

in contact as in Ateshian et al. (1994); Yang (2006).66

In ourthe recent work Vitucci et al. (2016), the deformation problem for a thin biphasic67

transversely isotropic, transversely homogeneous (TITH) biphasic layer was studied. An68

infinitely extended thin layer, firmly attached along one face, was loaded perpendicularly to69

the opposite one. The fluid flow, whose filtration through the porous matrix was regulated70

by the three-dimensional form of Darcy’s law, was constrained by the two layer faces by71

imposing null fluid pressure derivative there. At the top surface the absence of friction72

was enforced via setting zero shear strain in the solid matrix. The initial conditions on73

deformation and fluid pressure until the moment when the load is applied were set also74

to zero. The solid matrix was considered linear elastic and the interstitial fluid inviscid,75

given that the low permeability causes the friction drag to be dominant with respect to the76

viscous flow: due to the low permeability of the tissue, the relative velocity of the fluid77

through the solid structure makes the inertia terms play no role in the deformation process78

under common solicitations as justified also in Holzapfel and Ogden (2016); Klika et al.79

(2016) . The governing partial differential equations were thus led back to the classical80

mixture theory for biphasic poroelasticity as originally derived in Mow et al. (1980). The81

solid matrix constitutive law is described by the stiffness matrix82

A(z) =


A11 A12 A13

A12 A11 A13

A13 A13 A33

2A44

2A44

2A66

 , (1)

whose components vary through the local depth-coordinate z ∈ [0, 1] from the surface to83

the substrate. Also the diagonal permeability tensor was considered TITH of components84

diag(K(z)) = [K1, K1, K3]. A special exponential inhomogeneity was allowed:85

A33 = a33e2γz, A44 = a44eαz, A13 = a13eα13z,

K3 = k3e−2γz, K1 = k1e−γ1z.
(2)
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According to it, in spite of an arbitrary exponential variation of every component, A33 and
K3 are linked through γ > 0, thus let respectively increase and decrease of the same ratio
across the thickness. The derived relation between the contact pressure P and the surface
lowering of the layer surface is expressed via a sum of convolutions in time t as

w = ᾱ0∆P + ᾱ1

∫ t

0

eβ̄1(t−θ)∆P dθ + ᾱ2

∫ t

0

eβ̄2(t−θ)∆P dθ + ᾱ3

∫ t

0

∆P (θ) dθ, (3)

where the operator ∆ represents the Laplacian in the plane orthogonal to z. The expression of86

the coefficients in Eq. (3) as functions of the TITH biphasic material parameters of Eq. (2) are87

displayed in Tab. 2. Such closed-form asymptotic solution was obtained under the conditions

ᾱ0
2− e−α(α2 + 2α + 2)

α3a44

h3 ᾱ3
1− e−γ1

γ1

hk1

ᾱ1
a13(α13 − α)(1− eα13−α−2γ)

αa44

hk3 β̄1 (α13 − α)(α13 − α− 2γ)
a33k3

h2

ᾱ2 (α− 2γ)
1− e−α

αa44

hk3a33 β̄2 α(α− 2γ)
a33k3

h2

Table 1: Coefficients of the pressure-displacement asymptotic relation in Eq. (3) as functions of the material
parameters of Eq. (2) as derived in Vitucci et al. (2016).

88

that the characteristic scale of the phenomenon along the tissue was much bigger than the89

thickness h itself and that the observed time t was relatively smaller than the hydrogel90

characteristic time τgel = h2/(A33K3). The solution represents the second-order non-trivial91

terms of the asymptotic expansion of the displacement field with relative accuracy O(h2/a2
∗),92

where a∗ is a length characterizing the loaded areawith respect to h. Looking at Eq.(3),93

however, shows that the problem, though not fully dynamic, remains time-dependent in94

a way similar to viscoelasticity, which was indeed one of the first models of cartilage in95

Kempson et al. (1971) but that could not distinguish between the stresses of the single96

phases as discussed by Mak (1986).97

The articular cartilage joint is the zone where two bone heads (1) and (2), coated by thin98

films of cartilaginous tissue, get in reciprocal contact. Fig. 1 gives an idea of the geometrical99

changes due to deformation through a finite cross section of the infinitely extended three-100

dimensional model. The surface displacements w(i) are taken positive if directed toward the101

respective bones. The bones approach is δ0 = δ
(1)
0 + δ

(2)
0 . If the two cartilage layers present102

constant thickness, the problem is stated as103

δ0 − w(1) − w(2) = x
(1)
3 − x(2)

3 , (4)

where the two undeformed surfaces are elliptic paraboloids of equation

x
(i)
3 (x1, x2) =

(
x2

1

2R
(i)
1

+
x2

2

2R
(i)
2

)
(−1)(i+1). (5)

4
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bone 1©

bone 2©

cartilage

undeformed deformedF (t)

x
(1)
3 (x1, x2)

h(1)

δ
(1)
0

h(1) − w(1)

x
(2)
3 (x1, x2)

h(2) δ
(2)
0

h(2) − w(2)

F (t)

x3

x1

a(t)

x1

x2

a(t)

b(t)

contact area

Γ(t)

Figure 1: Geometry of the contact problem. On the left-hand side, finite cross section on the plane x2 = 0 of
the contact zone between two bone heads covered by constant thickness cartilage (grey) shaped as two elliptic
paraboloids. The two sides of the cross section illustrate the geometry before and after the compression
caused by the force F (t) (see Eq.(4)). On the right-hand side, the elliptical contact area of major and minor
semi-axes a(t) and b(t) (see Eq.(13)).

This way the right-hand side of Eq.(4) may be grouped via a function of the planar coordi-104

nates only105

Φ(x1, x2) =
x2

1

2R1

+
x2

2

2R1

(6)

expressed through the harmonic averages of the radii106

1

Rk

=
1

R
(1)
k

+
1

R
(2)
k

> 0, (7)

being strictly positive. Later on we associate the index (1) to the convex body lying in the107

upper half-space x3 > 0. The studies Argatov and Mishuris (2010a); Rogosin et al. (2016)108

offered a solution to the contact problem which accounts also for the displacement component109

which is parallel to the contact surface. Despite an increase in computational efforts and110

loss of simplicity in the obtained formulas, such rigor did not seem to alter dramatically the111

quantitative results within the usual values of the material in exam and it is consequently112

neglected in the present work. Substituting the pressure-displacement relation Eq.(3) into113

Eq.(4) and multiplying both sides by m = −(ᾱ
(1)
0 + ᾱ

(2)
0 )−1 leads to114

∆P (t) +
4∑
j=1

αj

∫ t

0

eβj(t−θ)∆P (θ) dθ + α5

∫ t

0

∆P (θ) dθ = m(Φ− δ0), (8)

once defined α5 = −m(α
(1)
3 + α

(2)
3 ), αj = −mᾱ(i)

k and the exponents βj = β̄
(i)
k by re-indexing115

j = i+ 2k − 2 for k = 1, 2. It turns useful to introduce the operator G as116

Gy(t) = Y (t) = y(t) +
4∑
j=1

αj

∫ t

0

eβj(t−θ)y(θ) dθ + α5

∫ t

0

y(θ) dθ. (9)

5
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In view of Eq. (9), Eq. (8) appears now concisely as117

G∆P (x1, x2, t) = m(Φ(x1, x2)− δ0(t)). (10)

The pressure is set to zero outside the contact area. In the case of cartilage it has been118

shown that in the superficial area the load is borne mainly by the fluid pressure (Ateshian119

et al. (1994); Wu and Herzog (2000); Argatov and Mishuris (2015)), indeed shear strains are120

absent because of the absence of friction. It means nullifying also the normal derivative of121

the pressure at the border Γ(t) of ω(t) and outside:122

P = 0,
∂P

∂n
= 0 on Γ(t) ∪ R2 \ ω(t). (11)

The total external force F (t) is transmitted through the joint which must be balanced on123

both the cartilaginous surfaces by means of the pressure. Specifically:124 ∫∫
ω(t)

P (x1, x2, t) dω = F (t). (12)

Summarizing, the unknowns δ0(t), P (x1, x2, t) and the contact domain ω(t) represent the125

solution of the described contact problem if: the contact condition is fulfilled via Eq.(10); P126

respects the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions Eq.(11) on the moving border of127

ω(t) at any time; the distribution of P results in global balance with the external force F (t)128

as in Eq.(12).129

3. Analytical solution130

The expected contact area between two elliptic paraboloids Eq.(5) of coinciding principal131

directions, the Cartesian axes x1 and x2, and pushed toward each other by a force directed132

along x3 and centered at the origin is elliptical with the border description133

Γ(t) :
x2

1

a2(t)
+

x2
2

b2(t)
= 1. (13)

Consequently, adopting a similar line of reasoning as Argatov and Mishuris (2010b), the134

solution to Eq. (10) is searched in the following form: we assume that GP (t) may be expressed135

through the auxiliary variable p(t); then we factorize p(x1, x2, t) is the form of a product of136

a time function p0(t) and a part which fulfills a priori the boundary conditions Eqs. (11)137

on Γ(t). Naming a(t) and b(t) respectively the major and minor semi-axes of the elliptical138

contact area to determine,139

p = GP (x1, x2, t) = p0(t)

(
1− x2

1

a2(t)
− x2

2

b2(t)

)2

, (14)

which transforms to the problem Eq. (10) into140

∆p = m(Φ− δ0). (15)
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Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (15), the resulting relation can be split into three simultaneous141

conditions by equating the coefficients of the squares of the Cartesian planar coordinates x2
1,142

x2
1 and the remaining constant terms. It will be soon evident how convenient it is to introduce143

the ellipse aspect ratio s(t) = b(t)/a(t).144 

4p0

a4

3s2 + 1

s2
=

m

2R1

,

4p0

a4

s2 + 3

s4
=

m

2R2

,

4p0

a2

s2 + 1

s2
= mδ0.

(16)

Dividing the first by the second, it turns out that the aspect ratio depends only on the initial145

geometry, since it solves146

3s4 +
R1 −R2

R1

s2 − 3
R2

R1

= 0 (17)

via the only real positive root147

s =

√√√√R2 −R1

6R1

+

√
R2

R1

+

(
R2 −R1

6R1

)2

. (18)

Such solution is valid for any R1 and R2, if chosen according to Section 2, including the148

eventuality that one of the two is negative, which is the common case of a contact between a149

concave and a convex bone extremity. Combining for instance the first and the third of the150

system (16), δ0(t) and p0(t) are found as power functions of the semi-axis a(t) as follows:151

δ0(t) =
s2 + 1

2R1(3s2 + 1)
a2(t); (19)

152

p0(t) =
m

8R1

s2

3s2 + 1
a4(t). (20)

In view of the latter, Eq. (14) becomes153

p = GP (x1, x2, t) =
m

8R1

s2

3s2 + 1
Ψ(x1, x2, a(t))2, (21)

establishing that154

Ψ(x1, x2, a(t)) = a2(t)− x2
1 −

x2
2

s2
. (22)

It remains to enforce the condition Eq. (12) in order to gain the unknown a(t). It is easy155

to integrate p over ω(t) switching to elliptical coordinates with the result:156 ∫∫
ω(t)

p(x1, x2, t) dω =
mπs3

24R1(3s2 + 1)
a6(t). (23)

7
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Recalling the definition of p in Eq. (14) and moving the time integral operator G out of157

the area integral, then the balance condition Eq. (12) appears, leading to158

a(t) =

(
24R1(3s2 + 1)

mπs3
GF (t)

)1/6

. (24)

In particular, the major semi-axis at the beginning of the loading a0 = a(0) depends on the159

geometries and mechanical parameter m of the two contacting bodies and the initial force160

F0 = F (0) as161

a0 =

(
24R1(3s2 + 1)

mπs3
F0

)1/6

(25)

and allows to express a(t), A(t) and δ0(t) more concisely as162 (
a(t)

a0

)6

=

(
A(t)

A(0)

)3

=

(
δ0(t)

δ0(0)

)3

= GF (t)

F0

. (26)

The asymptotic solution Eq.(3) was obtained under the assumption that the loaded area size163

is much bigger than the layer thickness, thus F0 can not be set to zero. The right-hand side164

of the latter equation results then never indeterminate.165

In the case of time-independent coefficients αi and βi, the operator G can be inverted as166

next. Introducing the superscript ∼ to indicate the time Laplace transform of parameter σ,167

Eq.(9) yields to:168

ỹ

Ỹ
=

(
1 +

4∑
i=1

αi
σ − βi

+
α5

σ

)−1

= σ
Pn(σ4)

Pd(σ5)
= σ

5∑
i=1

Bi

σ − σ̄i
, (27)

being σ̄i and Bi the poles and the residua of the polynomial fraction Pn/Pd. The remainder169

is surely zero because degPn < degPd. By applying the convolution theorem, the Laplace170

inversion of the latter gives171

G−1Y (t) = y(t) =
5∑
i=1

BiY (t) +
5∑
i=1

σ̄iBi

∫ t

0

eσ̄i(t−θ)Y (θ) dθ. (28)

With the inverse operator in the hand and after the due substitutions in Eq. (21), finally172

the contact pressure can be obtained. Using the symbol H for the Heaviside step function,173

for fulfilling the boundary conditions Eq. (11) also outside ω(t), one can write174

P (x1, x2, t) =
ms2

8R1(3s2 + 1)
G−1Ψ2H(Ψ), (29)

where H(Ψ) assumes the value 1 when Γ(t) reaches the point of coordinates (x1, x2). In the175

same way it is possible to trace back the individual surface displacements w(i) substituting176

∆P (x1, x2, t) = mG−1(Φ(x1, x2)− δ0(t))H(Ψ) (30)

coming from Eq. (10) into Eq.(3). The problem stated in Section 2 results then analytically177

solved for the evolution of the contact domain and the bones approach as well as for the178

contact pressure distribution through Eqs.(18), (24), (19) and (29). Moreover, the guess of179

ellipticity of the contact area Eq.(4) is confirmed and in agreement with the previous findings180

about three-dimensional contact of both single- and biphasic thin layers (e.g. see Dowson181

and Yao (1994); Hlaváček (2008); Argatov and Mishuris (2011)).182

8
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4. Numerical benchmarks183

Let us consider a single cartilagineous tissue to which the constitutive laws Eqs. (1) - (2)184

apply. The TITH stiffness matrix components A13, A33, the only ones which contribute185

to the asymptotic solution in Vitucci et al. (2016) together with A44, can be rewritten as186

functions of the in-plane and out-of-plane Young’s moduli E1, E3 and the Poisson ratios ν1,187

ν13 as follows:188

A13 =
ν13

1− ν1 − 2ν2
13

E3

E1

E3; A33 =
1− ν1

1− ν1 − 2ν2
13

E3

E1

E3. (31)

The choice of the material parameters is not completely free though, but bounded by physical189

restrictions. Particularly, in order to preserve the solid matrix strain energy positivity, it190

was proved by Auld (1973) that, for TITH thin layers, it is required that191

A33 ≥ A13, A33 ≥
3

4
A44 ≥ 0. (32)

Specific and separate values of ν13 and ν1 for a TITH cartilage layer have not been tradition-192

ally investigated, but the experimental studies which characterize the material as biphasic193

suggest that the apparent isotropic ratio is relatively small (e.g. see Wang et al. (2003);194

Keenan et al. (2009); Chegini and Ferguson (2010)). Therefore we assume for simplicity195

that ν1 = ν13 = 0 within the next benchmarks. It is easy to show that, in such situation,196

Eqs.(31), combined with Auld’s conditions Eq.(32), shrink to197

A13 = 0, A33 = E3 > 0, A33 ≥
3

4
A44 > 0. (33)

At the same time, in Wu and Herzog (2002); Federico et al. (2005) it was shown the198

reason why a typical collagen distribution through the cartilage layer causes E3 also to grow199

towards the tidemark at z = 1, where E1 > E3; vice versa E1 decreases until it becomes200

smaller than E3 at the tidemark. Since the proteoglycan matrix porosity decreases with201

the local coordinate z resulting in an overall increased stiffness in the same direction, the202

isotropic Young’s modulus at the articular surface is smaller than at the bone attachment.203

The setting that we will use, which also accounts for these considerations, reads204

A13 = 0, γ =
log 3

2
, α = log 10. (34)

The reader can notice, looking at Eq.(2), that the shear modulus A44 presents a tenfold205

increase through the depth similarly as in Buckley et al. (2010), while the axial permeability206

K3, linked to the axial stiffness inhomogeneity by the parameter γ, is let decrease three times207

toward the tidemark. As shown in Federico and Herzog (2008), the planar permeability K1208

is expected to be larger than axial K3 at the articular surface and vice versa at z = 0 as the209

fluid flows easier along the prevailing collagen fibers orientation, while the overall equivalent210

isotropic Kiso = (2K1 +K3) /3 steadily grows as a result of the decreased porosity. This211

leads us to the choice:212

k1 =
4

3
k33, γ1 = log 6. (35)
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Figure 2: In-depth distribution of material parameters. a) Stiffness matrix elements as multiples of 〈A33〉.
b) Permeability components as multiples of 〈Kiso〉.

The material was assigned average typical stiffness values 〈A33〉 = 2 〈A44〉 = 0.5MPa (e.g. see213

Boschetti et al. (2004)). Furthermore, an isotropic permeability was considered of average214

value 〈Kiso〉 = 2 ·10−14m4N−1s−1 similarly to the findings of Boschetti et al. (2004); Boschetti215

and Peretti (2008). The same properties are assigned to all the layers within the following216

benchmarks. The resulting distribution of the material parameters through the depth of the217

cartilage layer is shown in Fig. 2.218

Focusing on the tibiofemoral knee joint in extension, it is the locus where the two medial219

and lateral femoral condyles - respectively denoted M and L later on - contact the underlying220

tibial plateau. The latter is considerably flat at least in the stance contact area, which leads221

to choose the curvatures 1/R
(2)
1 = 1/R

(2)
2 = 0. The medial condyle has been observed to be222

approximately spherical ((Martelli and Pinskerova (2002); Kim and Suh (2007))) causing an223

approximately circular contact area, i.e. R
(1M)
1 /R

(1M)
2 = 1, s(M) = 1. A visual estimate of224

the typical lateral contact area detected via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) published225

in Hosseini et al. (2010) reveals a much tapered shape than in the medial compartment with226

an aspect ratio of about s(L) = 0.5 which indicates R
(1M)
1 /R

(1M)
2 = 7.43 from Eq. (17), where227

the reference axis x1 is in the sagittal plane, x2 in the coronal one. Making use of Eq. (19),228

one can deduce that the ratio229

A(t)

δ0(t)
=

2π(3s2 + 1)

s2 + 1
R1 (36)

is supposed to be time independent according to our model. Analyzing the results of Hosseini230

et al. (2010) in terms of contact area and bones approach, the ratio A(t)/δ0(t) presents indeed231

appreciably constant slope (see Fig.3), from which we are able to extract the unpublished232

size of their 6 patients for both the joint compartments expressed as contact radii. The233

retrieved values and standard deviations are illustrated in Fig. 4. The average medial R
(1M)
2234

and lateral R
(1L)
2 were found to be 30.3 ± 4.9mm and 23.9 ± 5.0mm with the same level of235

uncertainty. The minimum medial radius, in the coronal plane, resulted then approximately236
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Figure 3: Linear dependency of A(t) and δ0(t) observed in the results published in Hosseini et al. (2010).
Six human tibiofemoral joints were loaded in vivo and the contact area and bones approach were measured
via MRI. Such dependency can be expained by Eq.(36). Points represent the experimental results, dotted
lines their linear regression. Black indicates the lateral compartment, red the medial one.

27% bigger than the lateral one, which is in good agreement with the findings of Siebold237

et al. (2010). The fact that the maximum medial radius, the one in the sagittal plane,238

is much bigger and equal to 225.3 ± 36.5mm agrees with the observation by Martelli and239

Pinskerova (2002), where they noticed that, at stance, the medial condyle in such direction240

appears very flattened and a precise estimation of the contact radius results difficult. The241

two couple of average radii are adopted in the subsequent calculations together with the242

average thicknesses h(M) = 1.3mm and h(L) = 1.6mm extracted from Hosseini et al. (2010).243

First we examine the case of a load deriving from a body weight of 700N at stance (about244

the European average according to Walpole et al. (2012)), equally split between the two245

knees and distributed for 2/3 and 1/3 respectively on the medial and lateral compartments.246

It has been indeed measured that the medial compartment carries a much larger part of247

the load (Werner et al. (2005); Halder et al. (2012)). What we want to investigate is how248

an inhomogeneous distribution of stiffness and permeability may be able to improve the249

cartilage performance with respect to a homogeneous one whose properties present the same250

average across the thickness. In a way, how an actual cartilage arranges its mechanical251

resources for carrying out its functions. The resulting approach δ0(t) in Fig. 5 is compared252

with the solution of Argatov and Mishuris (2011) for an isotropic homogeneous cartilage253

layer. For both the compartments, despite the initial value is smaller than according to254

such solution, δ0 grows remarkably quicker. Besides, its derivative, at least in first seconds,255

decreases much faster, pronouncing such desirable property already addressed in Wu et al.256
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Figure 4: Minimum contact curvature radii R2 and respective error extracted from the experimental data
published by Hosseini et al. (2010) assuming that the aspect ratios of the contact ellipses for the medial and
lateral compartments of the tibiofemoral joint are s(M) = 1, s(L) = 0.5.

(1997). In Fig. 6 we plot the contact pressure along the axis x1 and its evolution in time.257

The results, in this case, exhibit not only a quantitative difference, but also a qualitative258

one. The curves in Fig. 6.a) for the TITH material do not deform homothetically during259

the expansion of the contact area like the homogeneous material would do, but the novel260

formula Eq. (29) allow them to change shape by flattening them at the origin. Here the261

mechanical convenience for the body in developing an inhomogeneous layer appears evident262

in the sense that, stated that one of the main functions of cartilage is to lower the pressure263

peaks, such aim is accomplished via a more even distribution of the force inside the contact264

area together with a faster decrease of the maximum pressure. It is in fact intuitive that it265

descends from the presence of a compliant zone of high permeability and low stiffness close266

to the cartilage surface.267

The second load condition that we exemplify deals with a sinusoidal force of period 1s,268

similar to the frequency a normal human gait, and that oscillates on each knee between 0.5269

and 1.5 of the same body weight of 700N. The portions absorbed by the two knee compart-270

ments stay the same as in the previous benchmark. Fig. 7.a) shows the approach in the first271

five cycles for both compartments and compares it with the isotropic homogeneous solution272

homogenized as above. The oscillating part of δ0(t) does not indicate a different behavior273

than the results obtained in Argatov and Mishuris (2011), whereas it is clear that the stead-274

ier increase of the average trend is similar to the curves of Fig. 5.a). In the short five cycles275

interval examined here, the effect discussed with regard to Fig. 5.b) is not observable and in276

this case the difference between the continuous and dotted lines seems purely an outcome of277

the larger areas obtained for the isotropic homogeneous material with the particular homog-278

enization criterion chosen in this Section. The oscillating deformation added onto a weakly279
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Figure 5: First 50s of a constant load F = 700N. Continuous lines illustrate the results for a TITH ma-
terial, dotted ones indicate the isotropic homogeneous cartilage behaviour if averaged TITH stiffness and
permeability are assigned. The medial compartment bears double as much load as the lateral one. a) Bones
approach δ0(t). b) Time-derivative of δ0.

increasing trend shows good agreement with the results of a similar load condition applied280

to two identical spherical homogeneous isotropic layers in Wu et al. (2000).281

5. Discussion and conclusions282

For the three-dimensional geometry described in Eq.(5), we were able to write the bones283

approach, the evolution of the contact area and the corresponding pressure distribution due284

to an arbitrary force applied onto the TITH biphasic cartilage layer treated in Vitucci et al.285

(2016) (see Eqs.(19), (24), (29)). The solution is retrieved in closed-form and its exact286

within the assumptions of the model. The introduction of inhomogeneity and anisotropy287

allows to obtain a significantly different lowering of the peak contact pressure and growth288

of the contact area with respect to an isotropic homogeneous material whose properties are289

simply the average of the TITH one (see examples in Figs. 5,6,7). This proves once more that290

the scientist who intends to model the behavior of cartilage needs to pay a great attention291

to the interpretation of the material properties provided by experiments. The results are292

qualitatively similar to the analytical ones obtained by Chidlow et al. (2013) in the framework293

of functionally graded materials when dealing with an inhomogeneous elastic coating on top294

of an infinite half-space.295

It seems remarkable that the ratio of the contact area and the bones approach is pre-296

dicted to stay constant in time independently of the applied load as expressed in Eq.(36).297

Such proportionality should not be taken for granted even though it arises also in the well298

known Hertzian contact theory. Indeed a number of differences exist between our asymp-299

totic formulation and the classical one, among which: the nature of our constitutive laws is300

biphasic and derives from mixture theory; the Hertzian contact involves half-spaces whereas301

ours deals with thin infinite thin layers; Hertz did not impose zero normal derivative to the302
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Figure 6: Contact pressure distribution and evolution under constant load. Dotted lines stand for the
isotropic homogeneous model. a) Distribution along the axis x1 containing the major semiaxis a(t) of the
elliptical contact area soon after the loading and after 50s. b) First 50s of the pressure in the center of the
contact area of coordinates x1 = x2 = 0.

Figure 7: Bones approach and consequent contact pressure profiles under oscillatinf load. Dotted lines show
the the response of the isotropic homogeneous material averaged in the sense we discuss in the current
section. a) First five cycles of deformations in therms of δ0. b) Contact pressure displayed at t = 0 and the
first maximum and minimum peak of deformation.

contact pressure at the border of the contact area. By making use of the latter proportional-303

ity, together with assumptions on the ellipticity of the contact areas, it was possible to make304

very reasonable guesses about the originating contact radii which were neither published in305

the work Hosseini et al. (2010) nor later. The intercepts of the linear regressions in Fig.3306

were not zero though and it may derive from initial contact conditions that are different307
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from the ones assumed by our model.308

Figure 8: Negative pressure arising under five cycles of loading for different ratios between the constant and
oscillatory part F0 and F1 of the force and different oscillation periods.

All the family of asymptotic solutions Ateshian et al. (1994); Wu et al. (1996, 1997);309

Argatov and Mishuris (2011, 2015); Vitucci et al. (2016) do not take into account the de-310

pendency of the permeability on the volumetric strain that has been well known since the311

study Mow et al. (1980). If this simplification of the equations permits the advantageous312

feature of closed-form, easily analyzable solutions, on the other hand it causes the deforma-313

tion to emerge unbounded. It can be seen, for instance, in Fig.8 that negative pressure may314

arise due to such unboundedness for high oscillating load portions and always for prolonged315

load application, visible on the right-hand side of the plot. Such values of the pressure are316

obviously unphysical and not acceptable, given that no adhesion is assigned to the layers sur-317

faces. On the other hand, that the validity of the proposed approach is constrained to short318

time response is part of the model preconditions. Asymptotic formulas of the kind of Eq.(3)319

are in fact reliable under the assumption that the considered time is much smaller than the320

hydrogel characteristic time τgel = h2/(A33K3) which takes the value of about 290s in the321

benchmarks of Sec.4. An asymptotic solution which includes the effect of strain-dependent322

permeability is currently under investigation and would presumably make the present model323

applicable also for later times.324

The advances in imaging techniques allow nowadays to obtain very detailed measurements325

from in vivo experiments on articular cartilage. A considerable amount of studies have been326

published on the topic, among which Herberhold et al. (1999); Song et al. (2006); Wan et al.327

(2008); Li et al. (2008); Bingham et al. (2008); Hosseini et al. (2010); Shin et al. (2011); Chan328

et al. (2016). The field looks ready for enhancing early diagnoses of degenerative pathologies329

such as osteoarthritis with consequent benefits for the patients. In order to exploit such330

technological advantages, though, more extended studies need to be conducted. It would be331
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seriously fruitful for the scientists working on mechanical modeling to see more data provided332

in these publications regarding at least the geometry of the contact areas and of the contact333

surfaces, the forces applied onto the single articular cartilages. This way a correct modeling334

could finally lead to real time analyses and standard procedures.335
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Research highlights

• The cartilage model is a thin biphasic material with
transverse and isotropy.

• Two elliptic paraboloids mutually contact in an ellip-
tical area.

• The mathematical novelty is in the first closed-form
solution for such problem.

• Existing in vivo experimental data are reinterpreted in
this new light.
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